Roeland Park Art Advisory Committee
Meeting Minutes
Date: 08/16/2017 Time: 6:00 p.m.
Location: Roeland Park City Hall

DRAFT

Members present: Marek Gliniecki, George Schlegel, Christine Webster, Mary Schulteis, Lynda Leonard, Michael Poppa
Guests:

ITEMS

Discussion

Action Items/ Responsible Person(s)

1. Update on available funds
in RP Art Committee
Account

$2,549.00

Marek, please add breakdown here. I
didn’t it have down correctly

2. John Northington,
”Tetrahedron” sculpture

Marek stated that, the sculpture work, “Tetrahedron”,
located at East cloverleaf at Roe Ave and Johnson Drive
needs to be relocated due to maintenance by RP Public
Works

Public Works needs to be responsible for
arrangements for moving the sculpture.
Mike and Christine suggested that the
green area just West of Boelte-Hall Bldg
along Roe Ave would be a good place to
relocate the sculpture. The Art Committee
should be specific with RP Public Works
about the location so it is done as desired.
Marek will let John Northington know of
the movement/location of the sculpture.

3. Christine, updated info on
sculpture registry

Christine accessed the RP City database and updated the
registry where needed

4. John Northington “Bench
with Glass”, needs to be
repositioned on its base

Christine suggested that photos of the original installation
would be helpful in restoring the sculpture to its proper
original position when first installed.

Not sure if RP Public Works is to do that
project

5. “Industrialized”, by Tyler
Dawson, needs to be
restored with new chrome.

Marek had the measurements as 17’ 6” by approximately
11’ diameter

Marek will speak with the plater to make
arrangements to get the piece moved to
plating location.

6. “Mothers Passing”, Reda
Carr

Size approximately, 16’ x 3’ x 3’

May move it to area across from Price
Chopper where ‘Orange Balls’ is located.

7. Tim Morales, ”Orange
Balls” sculpture

To be sold by city of Roeland Park and removed from
display

Marek will instruct, Jennifer Jones Lacy,
to send the form to Tim Morales to
relinquish the sculpture to city of RP so it
can be sold.

8. Smithsonian Sculpture
Registry and RP Sculpture
Registry

Both registration projects are in process and nearing
completion. Christine has updated the info on her list.
Mary had spoken with the Smithsonian and received
updated information on what they wanted. Learned 4”x6”
photos of all the sculptures were preferred.

Need to add the Painted Piano, Joel
Marquadt’s “34” and the “Girl In Swing”
by Maria Ogedengbe to the RP Sculpture
Registry

9. Updated information on
Smithsonian Sculpture
Registry

Subject: RE: Smithsonian Art

Thank you so much for your inquiry about reporting the outdoor
sculpture in your community. The outdoor sculpture should be
permanently sited, rather than up for sale or on temporary
exhibition. The sculpture may be sculpted using traditional
methods of modeling, carving, casting, or construction; may be
sculpted using contemporary materials or techniques; and must
be by an artist who was born in or whose works are identified
with the United States. Photographs are optional, and if you
would like to include one per report form, it should be no larger
than 4 x 6 in., and the photograph must focus the sculpture
without people or automobiles in the photograph –either a
color or a black and white photograph is acceptable.

Mary and Christine are going to meet and
get the photos updated
Lynda suggested making two sets of
photos, one for Smithsonian Registry and
one for RP Sculpture Registry
Marek requested that both registries be
completed by the next RP Art Committee
meeting in September.
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10. Marek questioned the
status of 1% For The Art
Program

Marek will contact Commerce Bank as to
what is happening with them and the art
they are planning for the Roe Ave &
Johnson Drive corner

11. Miscellaneous discussion
regarding RPark

Talk with Johnson County Community College Art
Department regarding possible artists for sculpture in RPark

12. George information for RP
Newsletter

Christine thought interactive/touchable works in RPark
would be good. All agreed this would be good but works
needed to be sturdy to handle whatever kids could do to
pieces. Mary suggested a large chess game would be fun
Mary, Christine and George worked on wording and details
for news release.

13.

14.

15.

Perhaps a survey in RP Newsletter

George will send info on news release he
has to Kelly Bohon for RP Newsletter

